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Abstract. Residual bulk image (RBI) is significant in the KAF09000
CCD. Residual images are observed 2 h after illumination at − 20C.
Trap leakage and capacity are studied as a function of temperature.
A flood-flush protocol is evaluated for eliminating RBI artifacts. A
substrate trap fixed pattern noise is observed and is removed by
dark-subtraction. An increase of dark current shot noise due to trap
leakage will occur but can be minimized by deep cooling. Operating
temperature targets are set as a function of target noise levels. An
operating temperature of –87C for a 30 min exposure is projected
to support a read noise constraint of 5 e-. © 2011 SPIE and IS&T.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.3604004]

1 Introduction
Residual bulk image (RBI) is a phenomenon that can affect
full-frame CCDs fabricated on epitaxial wafers that are used
for long exposures. At the heart of RBI is the wavelength
dependence of the penetration of photons into silicon: the
longer the wavelength of the light in the visible and near-
infrared (NIR) range, the deeper the photons penetrate be-
fore interacting with the silicon lattice to create hole-electron
pairs.

Electrons created by photons that penetrate deeply enough
to interact in the field-free regions below the pixel poten-
tial wells may be trapped in interface states such as at the
substrate-epitaxy interface.1 The density of states and critical
wavelength of onset are process and design-dependent.

The telltale signature of RBI is the existence of an image
from prior illumination in a subsequent integration, typically
a long exposure (>5 min), as would be commonly used in
astronomical applications. The charge trapped in the inter-
face states leaks out of the traps as a deferred charge and is
collected in the potential wells in the pixels above, appearing
in subsequent images or dark frames. The rate of the leakage
is a strong function of temperature and will be examined in
detail in this paper. For short-duration exposures of a few
seconds, insufficient time is available for any appreciable
trap leakage so RBI is less of a concern in such applications:
it is primarily a problem for long exposures.

The sensor’s quantum efficiency (QE) is affected by RBI.2

When the interface state traps are unfilled, the QE of the
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sensor is at its lowest point since some proportion of the
electrons created by longer wavelength photons are trapped
in the interface states instead of being collected in a pixel. As
the traps fill, fewer such electrons are so trapped and the QE
increases in the process. Because the QE depends on prior
illumination, there is a hysteresis in its response, hence this
phenomenon is called quantum efficiency hysteresis (QEH).

QEH is wavelength dependent since only photons with a
wavelength longer than a critical wavelength are involved in
the trapping. For that reason, QEH can introduce significant
errors into photometric measurements if left unchecked.

1.1 KAF09000 CCD from Kodak
The KAF09000 CCD from Kodak is a recently-introduced
(late 2006) frontside illuminated 9.6 megapixel CCD that has
an active imaging area of 36.8 × 36.8 mm with 12 × 12 μm
pixels. Featuring a full well capacity of 100,000 e- with low
read noise (7 e-) and low dark current, it is well suited for
many scientific applications, including cooled long-exposure
use in astronomy or fluorescence microscopy.3 An engineer-
ing grade KAF09000 was evaluated in a Finger Lakes Instru-
mentation Proline PL9000 camera for this work.

Despite its impressive specifications, the KAF09000 CCD
demonstrates significant RBI. For example, a partially sat-
urated exposure at the hydrogen alpha wavelength (656.4
nm) resulted in an observable residual image in a dark frame
taken over 2 h later (Fig. 1). In addition to the long retention
of the RBI, it was found that 532 nm light stimulated the
phenomenon in that sensor, which is well into the green part
of the spectrum, indicating that trapping sites are not limited
solely to the epitaxial/hander-wafer interface.

1.2 Measured Results
In order to better understand the RBI characteristics of the
sensor, parameters associated with the traps were sought,
specifically: leakage versus temperature, leakage versus time
and trap capacity. The traps were first filled, and then the
decay was measured.

Two different methods were used for filling the traps. In
the first method, a partially saturated image was taken using
a camera lens. This was immediately followed by a sequence
of dark frames, each of 5 min duration, similar to what are
used in astronomical applications. For each dark frame, the
signal remaining in a region that had been saturated in the
initial light image had the reference dark signal and offset
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Residual Bulk Image (RBI) Example
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Fig. 1 Residual bulk image examples.

subtracted. The value of the remaining signal was recorded
and plotted versus time for several different operating tem-
peratures (Fig. 2). The light exposure was made using a 300
s exposure taken through a narrow band emission line fil-
ter (50×50 mm square Baader Planetarium Hydrogen Alpha
filter: 7 nm FWHM with 656.4 nm center wavelength).

The second method used for filling the traps was using
the built-in NIR flood that Finger Lakes integrated into the
Proline camera. After flooding the sensor for 5 s, a sequence
of half hour long dark frames was taken and the RBI sig-
nal was recorded as above to measure the trap capacity, the
trap decay rate, and time for total trapped charge exhaustion
(Fig. 3).

Total exhaustion was defined as that time when the flooded
sensor’s dark current matched its reference dark current,
indicating no trapped charge remained. The reference dark
current was defined as equaling the average dark current for
the same duration exposure at the same temperature in a
nonflooded operational regime from a cold start: no resid-
ual image trapped. The flooded sensor’s dark current was
averaged over half hour integrations for the trap exhaustion
measurements.

1.3 Managing RBI
An accepted method for managing RBI is flooding the sen-
sor with NIR light followed by flushing it prior to any
integration.4 However, since filled traps leak charge, such
leakage increases the shot noise of the overall dark signal,
adding noise to the image. Furthermore, a nonuniform den-
sity of trapping sites will introduce a fixed pattern in the
residual image that leaks from the traps. Dark-subtraction
was found to eliminate this RBI fixed pattern.

Minimizing the overall dark signal including the addi-
tional leakage from the prefilled RBI traps is accomplished
by deep cooling of the sensor. Since the filled trap leakage
is significantly greater than the thermal dark current, the ad-
ditional cooling is needed but some criterion must be set to
determine how much cooling is adequate. A commonly used
metric for establishing the maximum operating temperature
of a sensor is constraining the noise contribution from the
dark shot noise to be less than or equal to the read noise
contribution for the maximum planned exposure time.

Plotting the leakage data as an Arrhenius plot provided
a convenient way to determine the operating temperature
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Fig. 2 Residual bulk image charge leakage from initially filled EPI/substrate traps.
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Dark Current vs Time for KAF09000 with NIR Flooded RBI Traps
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Fig. 3 Dark current versus time for KAF09000 with NIR flooded traps.
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Fig. 4 Arrhenius plot: RBI trap leakout versus temperature versus time.
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Projected Maximum Operating Temperature for KAF09000 
Meeting Read Noise Limited Constraint vs Exposure Time vs 

Read Noise 
Commencing Exposure With Filled RBI Traps
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Fig. 5 Projected maximum operating temperature versus exposure
time.

that satisfied the camera noise constraint for any given read
noise scenario. It should be noted that for the camera noise
calculation, the read noise term is squared in the quadrature
summation with the dark shot noise term as shown in the
equation below. The target read noise limits are therefore
squares of the numerical value of the read noise and are
plotted as intersecting lines on the Arrhenius plot of the dark
leakage data (Fig. 4).

Camera noise =
√

(dark shot noise2+read noise2)

=
√

(dark signal + read noise2)

Figure 5 shows the projected target operating tempera-
ture as a function of exposure time for three different read
noise limited cases. The graph shows that the projected
maximum operating temperature for a half hour exposure
with a 5 electron read noise constraint is –87 C.

From a noise perspective it should be noted that if the deep
operating temperatures are not met the result is a reduction
of dynamic range in the same way as if the read noise was
increased. That may or may not affect the final image quality
depending on image signal level and its associated shot noise,
but is another noise factor that should be considered when
planning exposures or analyzing data.

2 Summary
While well-suited for cooled long-exposure scientific ap-
plications, the KAF09000 exhibits significant RBI. Even at
+ 10 C, image lag is measurable 20 min after a visible light
exposure. Following a protocol of NIR flood/flush/integrate,
the undesirable effects can be controlled at the expense of in-
cremental noise. The noise can be managed by deep cooling
of the sensor, and curves were presented showing the rela-
tionship between cooling level and exposure time for three
different read noise limits.
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